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 Setting the scene 
Eating is considered one of the most important parts of 
our everyday living. The food we eat is the single source 
of our energy and nutrition. With the improvement of 
our living standards, we care more and more about 
healthy eating, and we are more environmentally 
conscious in our food choice. Through the consumption 
of food, we can also get a glimpse of a person’s lifestyle 
and personality. 

In this unit, you will learn the various aspects about food, 
including the new food trend in China, the role food plays 
in art, the problem of food waste, and food and health.

You are what 
you eat6
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 Learning objectives 
U pon com pletion of  this unit, you  will be able to:
• discuss the various aspects about food, such as its 

importance, problems, and trend;
• listen to the first sentence of a passage to predict its main 

content;
• keep a conversation going with proper strategies;
• link plosive sounds in connected speech;
• adopt an appropriate attitude toward food and take 

actions against food waste.



L ook at the heal thy eating  p l ate.  D iscu ss in g roup s how wel l  you have  d one in each  
asp ect  and  g ive  one m ore su g g est ion on heal thy eating  hab its in each  asp ect .

Use healthy oils; limit 
butter; .

Avoid sugary drinks; 
.

The greater the variety, the 
better; .

Limit refined grains; 
.

Eat plenty of fruits of all 
colors; .

Choose fish, poultry, 
beans, and nuts; 

.

Healthy oils

Whole grains

WaterHealthy 
protein

VegetablesFruits

H ealthy e ating plate
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News report

 Listening and understanding 
 1   H ave  you heard  ab out p l ant- b ase d  m eat?  H ave  you eve r tast ed  it?  

N ow l ist en to a news rep ort and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to each  of  
the q uest ions you hear.

1. A. The number of plant-based meat lovers is increasing.
B. The price of plant-based meat is increasing.
C. Major food-and-beverage chains offer plant-based meat.
D. There is a greater variety of plant-based meat. 

2. A. They have less protein.
B. They save the life of livestock.
C. They need fewer resources to produce. 
D. They need fewer workers to produce.

3. A. More plant-based meat has been consumed in recent years.
B. China is a country with a large population.
C. The purchasing power of Chinese people is great.
D. The number of restaurants has been increasing.

4. A. Texture.   B.  Taste.   C.  Safety.   D.  Nutrition.

 Thinking and speaking 
R easons behind the popularity 
There is now a growing interest in plant-based meat. Work in groups to discuss 
the reasons behind this interest.

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
artificial /8A:tI9fiSl/ a. 

livestock /9laIv8stÁk/ n. 

beverage /9bev(@)rIdZ/ n. 
surge /sÆ:dZ/ n. 
texture /9tekstS@/ n. 

PROPER NAMES
Beyond Meat 

Freshippo /9freSIp@U/ 
平台

 2   L ist en to the news rep ort ag ain and  d eci d e whether the st atem ents are true 
( T )  or f al se  ( F ) .

 1. Plant-based meat is artificial meat made from plants.
 2. Beyond Meat worked with a Chinese grocery retail chain to sell its plant-

based meat hamburgers in 2020.
 3. Zhang Lin is the director of a company offering advice for other companies.
 4. Zhang Lin believes that environmental friendliness is the only selling point 

of plant-based meat products.
 5. The basic requirements for foods can’t be applied to plant-based meat.

9 5Unit 6  You are what you eat
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ConversationWORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
sponsor /9spÁns@/ vt. 

edible /9edIbl/ a. 用

yolk /j@Uk/ n. 
hue /hju:/ n. 
film /film/ n. 
skim milk n. 
handicraft /9h{ndi8krA:ft/ n.  

stroke /str@Uk/ n. 

PROPER NAMES
Harvard Art Museums 

 Listening and understanding 
 1   H ave  you eve r wond ered  ab out the rol e f ood  p l ays in the hist ory of  

art?  N ow l ist en to a co nve rsa tion and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to 
each  of  the q uest ions you hear.

1. A. Visiting the Harvard Art Museums. 
B. Listening to a talk.
C. Taking a virtual tour of Harvard.
D. Attending an art class.

2. A. Inspiration and creativity. B.  Painting techniques.
C. Professional skills.  D.  Artistic nature and talent.

3. A. The edible plant.  B.  Skim milk.
C. Colored paste.   D.  Egg yolk.

4. A. About 300 years.  B.  More than 600 years.
C. About 3,000 years.  D.  More than 4,000 years.

 2   L ist en to the co nve rsa tion ag ain and  co m p l ete the notes with what 
you hear.

paintingTheThe use of food painting
painting

in

• By combining the 1)  with egg yolk, painters apply 
the hue to their work and ensure it would 2) .

• As the egg yolk dries, it hardens into 3) , locking the 
color 4) .

• It is used as a tool to keep images from fading.

• Folk artists paint with 5)  sugar which would  
6)  if it cools.

• The painters have to follow some orders of strokes and draw a(n)  
7)  into a picture of 8)  
or other patterns.

E gg yol k

Skim  m ilk

Sugar SUGAR
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SPEAKING TIPS

Keeping a conversation going

In situations like business and networking, the sudden end of a conversation can mean the loss 
of an opportunity. If you don’t want to miss out, continue important conversations until you 
accomplish your purpose. The following are some tips for you to keep a conversation going.
• Keep track of what the other person is saying by being a good listener

When you show you care, you are encouraging the other person to speak because it will 
make them feel valued, respected, and understood. Besides, you can respond wherever 
appropriate and ask relevant questions so as to better understand their point of view.

• Show that you are enthusiastic and interested
People love to know that you’re interested in what they have to say, so if you show 
interest, they’ll hang around and talk to you even more. And in many cases, it can help 
you guide the conversation to the topics that are the most relevant to you.

• Find common ground
Similar beliefs, experiences, or interests create bonds that can be the foundation of a new 
relationship.

• Ask open-ended questions
Avoid asking simple “yes or no” questions which allow people to take the easy way 
out and give only the bare minimum when answering the questions. Ask information 
questions like who, what, where, when or how.

 Thinking and speaking 

Food in art
From the conversation, we know that some food has been used in art for centuries and it 
plays an important role in art history. Work in groups and find more evidence or examples to 
illustrate the use of food in art.

A rt in food
Some top restaurants in China have managed to fuse food and art into an unforgettable dining 
experience. As the owner of one restaurant said, there are two things to offer in a restaurant — 
good food and good art. Work in groups to discuss the artistic aspect of Chinese cuisine.

9 7Unit 6  You are what you eat



Passage 1

 Listening and understanding 

 1   F ood  wast e has b eco m e an issu e of  co nce rn at a tim e when there is 
st il l  f ood  sh ortag e in m any p arts of  the worl d .  N ow l ist en to a p assa g e 
and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to each  of  the q uest ions you hear.

1. A. 30%.  B.  40%.      C.  50%.          D.  60%.

2. A. Usually lost before it is sold. B. Eaten when it is still in the field.
 C. Harvested before it is ripe. D. Lost in the manufacturing process.

3. A. He created a smartphone app.
B. He visited many countries for an effective solution.
C. He started a campaign to stop food waste.
D. He developed a way to help people make a meal.

4. A. Safe.   B.  Attractive.   C.  Efficient.   D.  Effective.

 2   L ist en to the p assa g e ag ain and  co m p l ete the outl ine with what  
you hear.

The problem
of

food waste

Reasons

I n less- developed countries 

Food producers are 1) , and the 
businesses are unable to 2)  without 
wasting materials, time or energy.

I n developed countries 

As much as half of the food is 3)  
after they’ve been purchased.

Solution

• It shows users what food they have bought and when 
the food is about to become 4) . 

• It gives information on how people can    
5)  they have to make a meal.

9 8

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
manufacturing /8m{njU9f{ktS@rIÎ/ 

n. 
disgrace /dIs9greIs/ n. 
pantry /9p{ntri/ n. 

PROPER NAMES
Elliot Woolley /8eli@t 9wUli/ 

Loughborough /9lˆfb@r@/ 
University 学

Global Conference on Sustainable 
Manufacturing 

学 学
学



 Thinking and speaking 

Ways to end hunger
Every day too many men and women across the globe struggle to feed their children with 
a nutritious meal. In a world where we produce enough food to feed everyone, 690 million 
people still go to bed on an empty stomach each night. In 2015 the global community adopted 
the 17 Global Goals, also known as Sustainable Development Goals, to improve people’s lives 
by 2030. Goal 2 — Zero Hunger — pledges to end hunger, achieve food security, improve 
nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture. Zero hunger is also the priority of the World 
Food Program (WFP). The following are five steps to zero hunger proposed by WFP. Work in 
groups to discuss the meaning and effect of each step.
• Put the furthest behind first
• Pave the road from farm to market
• Reduce food waste
• Encourage a sustainable variety of crops
• Make nutrition a priority, starting with a child’s first 1,000 days

Useful tricks in daily life
To avoid food waste, some strategies have been suggested by Kathleen Flinn, a storyteller, 
cook and teacher. Read the strategies below and discuss in groups whether you think they 
would work. Better still, come up with a few other strategies.

• The Post-it Note trick
When you bring food home from the grocery store, put a Post-it note on each 
perishable item with the amount it cost. 

• Eat down your fridge
Skip at least one shopping trip a month and try to use up your uneaten 
food instead.

• The Photo in the Back of the Fridge trick
Put a favorite photo in the back of your refrigerator. If you 
can’t see it, your fridge is too full.

• Shop more often and buy less
Each time you shop, buy one pepper not three; buy 
three potatoes not three pounds. 

• Don’t give up on food too easily
The apple has a dent in it? Cut it out and use the rest 
of the apple. If a few leaves of lettuce go brown, pluck 
them out, but don’t throw away the whole bag.

9 9Unit 6  You are what you eat



Passage 2WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
sensation /sen9seISn/ n. 

conscientious /8kÁnSi9enS@s/ a. 

extrovert /9ekstr@8vÆ:t/ n. 

prone /pr@Un/ a. 
savory /9seIv@ri/ a. 

PROPER NAMES
University of Pennsylvania 

学

 Listening and understanding 

LISTENING TIPS

Listening carefully to the first sentence

The first sentence tells a lot about the whole passage. For example, if at the 
very beginning you hear “Food prices fell slightly last week, due to cheaper 
vegetables, meat and eggs, the Ministry of Commerce said Monday,” you 
know you will hear a piece of news, not a children’s story or a science report. 
And the first sentence is also very often the topic sentence, with the rest of 
the paragraph or passage providing supporting evidence or details.

In the passage you have just heard, the first sentence is “Everything we eat 
is a reflection of who we are.” This is a topic sentence, and we would expect 
it to be followed by a discussion of the relationship between our personality 
type and our food choice. 

Therefore, when you listen, you should be attentive to the first sentence.

 1   I s it p ossi b l e that p eop l e’ s p erso nal ity typ e inf l uence s their f ood  
ch oice ?  N ow l ist en to a p assa g e and  d eci d e whether the st atem ents 
are true ( T )  or f al se  ( F ) .

 1. People of the same personality type usually have the exact same 
food choice. 

 2. The research in the 1970s was conducted in the US. 
 3. The purpose of the research done in 2005 was to find the benefits 

of fruits and vegetables. 
 4. The study published in the Appetite journal found that extroverts 

love fatty and sweet foods.
 5. There is not yet sufficient evidence to conclude the link between 

personality types and food choice.

1 0 0



 2   L ist en to the p assa g e ag ain and  co m p l ete the d iag ram  with what you hear.

 Thinking and speaking 
Your personality type and eating habits
Work in groups. Share your eating habits and your personality type and see whether there is a 
link between the two, as is mentioned in the passage you have just heard.

E lements affecting eating habits
The passage shows that one’s personality type, to some extent, affects one’s eating habits. 
Work in groups to discuss what other aspects might affect one’s eating habits.

R esearch on the link between personality t yp es and eating habits

The 1970s’ study

There may be some links between people’s personality 
types and their food choice. We might be able to start 
developing 7) .

People enjoy the burning sensation of  
1)  for the same 
reason as some people enjoy   
2) .

• Conscientious people tended to eat 
more 3)  and 
choose overall 4) .

• Extroverts were more prone to  
5)  behavior and  
6)  food choice.

The 2005 study
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 Viewing and understanding 
 1   T he US  is cu rrentl y hom e to tens of  thousa nd s of  C hinese  

rest aurants.  H ow d oes this co m e to b e?  W hat is the st ory of  
C hinese  A m erica n cu isi ne?  N ow watch  a vi d eo cl ip  and  ch oose  the 
b est  answ er to each  of  the q uest ions you hear.

1. A. To show people different kinds of Chinese American food.
B. To share people’s experiences of eating at Chinese restaurants.
C. To discuss the reasons behind the popularity of Chinese food.
D. To tell a story of Chinese American food.

2. A. Shandong Cuisine.
B. Guangdong Cuisine.
C. Sichuan Cuisine.
D. Hunan Cuisine.

3. A. It is an example of creativeness.
B. It is hard for Americans to relate to.
C. It tells about real people and their story.
D. It is not real Chinese food.

4. A. Chinese people’s courage and persistence in face of poor treatment.
B. The immigrants’ contribution to American culinary identity.
C. The sense of belonging on the part of the Chinese immigrants. 
D. The appreciation of different cultures among Chinese immigrants.

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
compelling /k@m9pelIÎ/ a. 

cuisine /kwI9zi:n/ n. 

entrepreneurship /8Ántr@pr@9nÆ:SIp/ 
n. 

sentiment /9sentIm@nt/ n. 
fever pitch /9fi:v@ 8pItS/ n. 

enact /In9{kt/ vt. 
coincide /8k@UIn9saId/ vi. 
fusion /9fju:Zn/ n. 
hybrid /9haIbrId/ n. 

culinary /9kˆlIn(@)ri/ a. 

PROPER NAMES
California Gold Rush  

Chop Suey /8tSÁp 9su:i/ 
Egg Foo Yung /9eg fu 8jˆÎ/ 
Kung Pao Chicken /8kˆÎ paU 

9tSIkIn/ 
General Tso’s Chicken /8dZen(@)r@l 

ts@Uz 9tSIkIn/ 

1 0 2
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 2   W atc h the vi d eo cl ip  ag ain and  c om p l ete the notes with what you hear.

Chinese American
 cuisine

Social condition
When Chinese American food got its 
start, 1)  sentiment 
in the US was at fever pitch.

O rigin
• The Chinese Americans didn’t have 

very many 2) ,
so they turned to opening 
businesses among which were  
3) .

• Chinese food first came to the US 
with the first Chinese immigrants 
from Guangdong Province in the  
4)  century.

D evelopm ent
• In the late 19th century or early 20th 

century, Chinese American food 
took off.

• Every group that comes from China 
has left their own sort of 
5)  on the 
cuisine.

Signif icance
• It’s a kind of  6)  

creation.
• It tells the hardship, adaptation and 

entrepreneurship of the Chinese 
immigrants.
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 Thinking and speaking 
The story of Chinese A merican cuisine
In the video clip, the man says that the story of Chinese American cuisine is one of the most 
extraordinary ones of hardship, adaptation and entrepreneurship. Work in groups to share your 
understanding of his words and what you have learned from it.

Contributions of Chinese immigrants
The speakers in the video clip acknowledge the contribution of Chinese immigrants to 
American culinary identity. Work in groups to discuss more contributions that Chinese 
immigrants have made to America.

1 0 4



PRONUNCIATION TIPS

 Pronunciation 

Linking two plosive sounds in connected speech

English has six plosive consonants /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, and /g/. If a word ends in a plosive 
sound, and the next word begins with a plosive sound, there is a break in speech, as the 
airflow is temporarily blocked off and the pressure builds up. This happens regardless of 
where the plosives come from within the mouth.

For example, in pronouncing the words “bag caught,” where two linking plosive sounds 
come from similar places within the mouth, airflow stops and you only pronounce the 
second plosive. They sound like /b{ kO:t/.

Another example is when the linking plosive sounds come from different places within the 
mouth, e.g. in “bag brushed.” This time the pause is longer because the airflow stops on the 
first plosive and starts again on the second plosive. Your mouth moves to the position of 
the plosive /g/ but doesn’t really pronounce it. The airflow just stops in this position. It starts 
again once your mouth moves to the next plosive sound position and it explodes out. The 
words sound like /b{ brˆSt/.

L is ten to the s entenc es  and  p ay attention to the p ronunc iation of  the und erl ined  p arts .  
T hen read  out l oud  af ter the s p eak er.

1. And, the Chinese Americans were left behind, (and) didn’t have very many opportunities 
so they turned to opening businesses among which were restaurants.

2. Chinese food first came to the US with the first Chinese immigrants who came from 
Guangdong Province in southern China in the mid-19th century, really coinciding with the 
California Gold Rush.

3. And … and so I think it’s important to look at that story and understand it, and understand 
the forces that shape that cuisine whether or not you enjoy it yourself.

4. And even when they’re being treated very poorly, and we are actually actively telling them 
that they don’t belong, they form an incredibly important part of who we are as a country.
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Designing a poster

A campaign against food waste on campus
From time to time, we can still see food waste on campus. The Student Union of 
your university is organizing a campaign against food waste on campus. There 
will be a poster design activity, and everybody is encouraged and welcomed to 
participate. You would like to be part of it.

Step
1

Step
2

 F orm  g roup s 

Form groups of four or five. Make sure you have a group leader to chair the 
discussion and someone to take notes.

 G ather inf orm ation 

Gather as much information as possible about the food waste phenomenon 
on campus and students’ food waste behaviors, preferably with statistics, 
photos, etc.

Unit project
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Step
3

Step
4

Step
5

 I d entif y the ca use s 

You may conduct interviews with your classmates or friends to find out on what 
occasions and for what reasons they may waste food. Then discuss and identify 
possible factors that cause the problem.

 D iscu ss st rateg ies or su g g est ions 

Discuss strategies or suggestions for solving the problem based on the factors 
that you have identified in Step 3.

 D esi g n and  d isp l ay the p ost er 

Put together the ideas that you have come up with regarding the problem of food 
waste. Then design and display your poster in class. The class vote for the best 
poster design.

POSTER DESIGN TIPS

Tips for designing a poster

When designing your poster, you may refer to the following aspects.
• Provide a strong introduction but keep it brief and to the point.
• Keep each section brief. The poster is meant to support your verbal 

presentation, so those with fewer words are preferred.
• Use simple pictures, tables, diagrams, graphs, etc.
• Use a basic font which is easy to read and large enough to see from a 

standing viewer’s distance.
• Keep the overall design, patterns, and colors simple so they are not 

distracting.
• Make sure the information makes sense and is well organized.
• Remember neatness is very important in the design of a poster.
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Conversation
L ist en to a co nve rsa tion and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to each  of  the 
q uest ions you hear.

1 A. Why Europeans like coffee more than tea.
B. Why the Chinese do not put sugar in the tea.
C. Food transportation in the Middle Ages.
D. A society in the past and at present.

2 A. Beverages.
B. Spices.
C. Fresh and dried fruits.
D. Fiber-rich ingredients.

3 A. Make the food less complicated than it used to be.
B. Provide more ingredients for home cooking.
C. Train more skilled chefs to meet diverse needs.
D. Strike a balance between food quality and efficiency of production.

News report
L ist en to a news rep ort and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to each  of  the 
q uest ions you hear.

1 A. She published a book on Sichuan food.
B. She visited Sichuan Province.
C. She shared a story about Sichuan with her British friends.
D. She explored the southwestern part of Britain.

  
2 A. At Sichuan University.

B. At Chengdu University.
C. At a restaurant in Chengdu.
D. At a cooking school in Chengdu.

3 A. Gaining experiences.
B. Meeting new friends.
C. Tasting a lot of delicacies.
D. Understanding China’s culture.

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
spice /spaIs/ n. 
perfume /9pÆ:fju:m/ vt. 使
ingredient /In9gri:di@nt/ n. 

用

rosewater /9r@Uz8wO:t@/ n. 

pine nut /9paIn 8nˆt/ n. 

PROPER NAMES
Paul Freedman /8pO:l 9fri:dm@n/ 

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
seasoning /9si:z(@)nIÎ/ n. 
recipe /9res@pi/ n. 
banquet /9b{ÎkwIt/ n. 
stall /stO:l/ n. 
greasy spoon /8gri:si 9spu:n/ n.  

accumulate /@9kju:mjU8leIt/ vt.  

delicacy /9delIk@si/ n. 

PROPER NAMES
Fuchsia Dunlop /8fju:S@ 9dˆnlÁp/ 

James Beard Award 
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Passage 1
L ist en to a p assa g e and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to each  of  the  
q uest ions you hear.

1 A. Because food with bright color sells better.
B. Because the most important standard for food pricing is color.
C. Because the color of food is closely related to its price.
D. Because color is the most eye-catching feature of food.

2 A. It sells oranges and berries.
B. It sells color standards for food.
C. It matches food color with its price.
D. It has created two color standards.

3 A. About 30%.   B.  More than 50%.
C. Less than 20%.   D.  Between 40% and 50%.

4 A. The better the color, the better the taste.
B. The better the taste, the better the color.
C. Color and taste are closely related.
D. Color and taste are independent of each other.

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
berry /9beri/ n. 
maraschino cherry /8m{r@ski:n@U 

9tSeri/ n. 

bleach /bli:tS/ vt. 使

gustatory /gˆ9steIt(@)ri/ a. 
cortex /9kO:teks/ n. 

PROPER NAMES
Munsell /m@n9sel/ 

Passage 2
L ist en to a p assa g e and  ch oose  the b est  answ er to each  of  the 
q uest ions you hear.

1 A. To facilitate communication between the body and the mind.
B. To facilitate the proper functioning of heart and liver.
C. To keep people physically and mentally healthy.
D. To keep an emotional and mental balance.

2 A. Eating more healthy fats.
B. Eating vegetables of all colors.
C. Eating more food good for the liver.
D. Eating more green food than dark food.

3 A. Dark green foods.   B.  Purple and red foods.
C. Orange and yellow foods.  D.  Blue and green foods.

WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
lubricate /9lu:brI8keIt/ vt. 使
synapse /9saIn{ps/ n. 

fatty acid /9f{ti 8{sId/ n. 
nutrient /9nju:tri@nt/ n. 

digestion /daI9dZestSn/ n. 
anti-inflammatory /8{nti 

In9fl{m(@)t@ri/ a. 

eggplant /9eg8plA:nt/ n. 
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